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Founder, alums return for 50th Great Midwest Trivia Contest

Yarn bombing done as part of an action question (left); Students participate in trivia (top); Founder of Trivia, James Bailey deRosset listens as the 88 trivia names are read out loud.
Photos by Sadie Tenpas (left), Hailie Nguyen (top right) and Nathan Lawrence (bottom right)

Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

____________________________________

As the ancient “Trivia Credo”
goes, “Trivia is meant to be entertainment and should be perceived
solely in that light.” Founder of
the Great Midwest Trivia Contest,
James Bailey deRosset, certainly
seemed to agree as he laughed his
way through his weekend visit to
Lawrence for the 50th contest of

trivia hidden in the recesses of
the internet.
The 50th anniversary of the
Great Midwest Trivia Contest
kicked off at 10 p.m. and 37 seconds on Friday, Jan. 23 and ran
until midnight on Sunday. This
year, 13 student trivia masters,
eight women and five men, filled
WLFM radio station on campus
for 50 themed hours of questions. Twenty-three on-campus

teams and 65 off-campus teams
participated in the Lawrentiancreated tradition this year. Grand
Master was senior Weronika
Gajowniczek.
The story goes that deRosset got the idea of a Lawrence
trivia contest after visiting his
Beloit College student girlfriend
Sue Hildebrandt. During his visit,
he saw a trivia contest in their
student union and came back to

I still could not believe it,” said
Varughese. “I was overjoyed by
the congratulations I received
from various students and faculty
across campus once it was made
breaking news to the community.”
Varughese indicated that his
favorite part of campaigning was
talking with student organizations
about his platform. “These conversations were the most important for me to connect with others
in our community, while recognizing what needed to be done with
[the] president position.”
Heiring, also a junior, said
she heard the news while in
Björklunden with the Page
Turner’s book club. “I promptly
slid across the floor of the Great
Room in my socks in excitement
and hugged everyone I knew
there.”

Explaining her decision to
run a poster-less campaign as an
attempt to remain environmentally friendly, Heiring added, “I
was hoping that my past experiences and my qualifications for
the position would outweigh my
name or face appearing around
every corner on a flyer.”
However, she noted that it
was “very intimidating to walk
around campus and see all of the
posters and signs advertising
other candidates, that did make
me nervous in the days leading up
to the election.”
“Seeing such a high voter
turnout made the result so much
more special as well, it is extremely rewarding to know that over
half of campus voted and trusted

Lawrence with the goal of making
a bigger and better one. The first
trivia contest happened on Apr.
29, 1966. He was the first Grand
Master during his senior year, and
passed on the crown to his friend
Dave Pfleger the next year.
“I’m somewhat amazed that
it hasn’t died with a whimper,”
J.B. said while hanging out in
WLFM studios Saturday night in
the midst of trivia madness. J.B.,

now 71 and an attorney in Miami,
said a huge part of the success of
trivia was Pfleger’s idea of putting
it on radio.
Today, it is the longest running college trivia competition
in the United States. The contest
moved from local radio to online
streaming nine years ago, and has
since grown from its 30-mile radi-

See page 2

New LUCC President and Vice President elected All is One holds candle-lit vigil
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Sunday Jan. 25, Wesley
Varughese and Ali Heiring were
announced as LUCC’s new president-elect and vice presidentelect. A total of 822 ballots were
cast in what proved to be a tight
race for both offices.
Varughese, a junior, has been
interested in running for LUCC
president since his freshman year.
He said he felt “honored to have
been elected as the president of
LUCC for the upcoming term.” He
remarked this year’s race was so
tight “there had to be confirmation in the vote before going public.”
“When I had received the
e-mail stating that I had won,

See page 11

Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

At 7 p.m. on Thursday, Jan.
22, several Lawrence students
convened on Boldt Way outside
Warch Campus Center and formed
a circle for a Vigil for Victims of
Violence in the United States.
Lighting and holding candles,
the number of students grew
to about 35 over the next ten
minutes, while Brienne Colston,
senior and president of All is One!
Empowering Young Women of
Color, the group who organized
the event, delivered a speech commemorating the lives of people of
color killed violently in the United
States, and those affected by their
deaths.

“It is now more than necessary to join in solidarity against
the forces that made black lives
disposable,” declared Colston,
opening the vigil which would
last for another 20 minutes in 20
degree temperatures on a windy
January evening.
Several students’ candles had
to be re-lit after blowing out in the
wind, and others were sheltering
their candles’ flames with their
hands.
The circle remained tight as
Colston concluded her introduction and a list of names of victims of violence from around the
country was read aloud, comprising the next ten minutes of the
vigil. It was followed by silence.
At around 7:20, the circle broke
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Jodi Sedlock presents on bat
research in Intl. Scholar Series
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Thursday, Jan. 22, 2015,
biology professor Jodi Sedlock
discussed “Mountain Tops to
Underground Rivers” for a talk in
the International Scholar Brown
Bag Lunch Series.
Sedlock began by stressing
that her reputation as “Lawrence’s
Bat Lady,” precedes her.
“I didn’t even include bats in
the title,” began Sedlock, “People
always say ‘you just do bats.’ I
don’t really know what that
means.”
Despite challenging her reputation, Sedlock is heavily involved
in researching bats in Southeast
Asia. Over the past twenty years,
Sedlock has studied the diverse
ways bats affect ecosystems and
human health, stressing the need
for bat conservation.
Bats can be beneficial, like
insectivorous bats. As their name
suggests, these bats eat bugs that
are vectors of disease and destructive to crops. This decreases the
need for pesticides. These bats are
welcomed in farming communities due to their role in the removal of potentially harmful insects.
Other times, bat security is
threatened. Ebola’s natural reser-

Vigil

continued from page 1
apart and students blew out their
candles, embraced one another
before going their separate ways.
Cheyenne Van Dyke, junior
and Vice President of AIO,
described the impact of holding the event on campus. “[The
vigil] was to commemorate those
people who have been victims of
violence. The impact was showing
that black lives matter...it was a
moment to value and to empower,
to commemorate and uplift those
lives.”
AIO originally planned the
vigil for fall term 2014, but had
to postpone when it rained on
the day the event was supposed
to take place. However, Colston
considered the reschedule to be
well-timed: “Coming off of the diein a week before, the vigil gave us
a chance to strengthen our message and promote understanding
on campus,” she explained.
The die-in, which was orga-

Trivia

continued from page 1
us to teams from across the world.
One tradition of Trivia is having themed question hours such
as Polish hour or Feminism hour.
Questions also ranged from calling a Staples store in Arizona to
ask about the items in aisle nine
(pens and pencils) to the nine
action questions for on-campus
teams.
Action questions are a favorite tradition of trivia masters and
J.B. himself. This year, teams were
challenged to make their own
food truck, yarn-bomb a structure on campus, make a Lawrence
minute video and throw a 50th
anniversary party in the typically
quiet Somerset room in the Warch
Campus Center.

voir is in fruit bats, which threatens the safety of humans who eat
bats as bush meat. Here, Sedlock’s
research stresses conservation
awareness and educating the
community.
“The solution [for Ebola] is
not to kill all bats but instead to
minimize the contact with animals that we have historically and
evolutionary not been in contact
with,” emphasized Sedlock.
Sedlock encourages student
involvement on her research projects.
“I get to drag students along
with me to Southeast Asia,” said
Sedlock, “And I love it.”
She has involved students
from a range of disciplines. Their
majors vary, but in the past have
included biology, environmental
science, film studies and studio
art.
Through this trip, students
have created educational materials for farmers, climbed mountains, gone spelunking, and, of
course, got to interact with large
amounts of bats.
The International Scholar
Brown Bag Lunch Series is sponsored by the International House.
The name of the series was created to encourage students to bring
their lunches to the talks.
nized by the Black Student Union
and took place on Tuesday, Jan.
20, involved around 50 students
marching into Warch and lying on
the ground motionless for over
four minutes before marching out
again.
Although the die-in and
Thursday’s vigil were organized
separately, Colston expressed
concern over the possibility of
the vigil receiving negative reactions similar to those inspired by
the die-in. “I was a little frightened because of all the [social
media] comments after the diein, but the reactions to the vigil
were positive” she stated, going
on to describe the responses of
bystanders. “Many people coming
out of Warch were at first standing [and watching], then joining
our circle.”
Colston concluded by proclaiming her pride at seeing
events like this and the recent vigil
for victims of violence in Pakistan
happening on her campus. “I’m
really glad to see we are using
Lawrence as a space for healing.”
Trivia Master alumni came
back this year from all over the
country to form their own team,
“Past Masters.” Patrick Short ’81
recalled what he learned during
his time as a trivia master coming
up with the hundreds of questions.
“I can say looking back that it
taught me a ton about team, that
simple thing,” Short said. “Masters
working together and everyone
having to pull their weight and
get things put together. Everybody
had to pitch in, it couldn’t come
out of the brain of one person,
there was no way.”
In the middle of winter, students get excited for trivia simply
for its fun, competitive nature and
that it is something to do during the long Wisconsin winters. In
deRosset’s opinion, what you do
outside academics is really important.

World

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman
IRAQ—IS suffered significant setbacks
in Iraq this week, taking over 200 casualties. Kurdish Peshmerga forces took territory near Mosul. The Iraqi army also made
advances into IS controlled territory.
PAKISTAN—140 million, 80 percent
of the population of the country, people
lost power in Pakistan. Pakistani authorities blamed the power outage on an attack
by separatists in Baluchistan in southern
Pakistan that destroyed a main transmission
line.
UKRAINE—According to Ukrainian
Army volunteers, Russian supported rebels have taken over the Donetsk Airport,
killing dozens of volunteer soldiers in the
process. Ukraine’s National Security and
Defense Council reported earlier this week
that Russia has recently deployed over 2000
servicemen into Ukraine.

CUBA—Raul Castro says that Cuban
relations with the United States cannot normalize until Guantanamo Bay returns to
Cuban control, Cuba is removed from the
U.S. Terror list and the American embargo of
Cuba is lifted.
SAUDI ARABIA—King Abdullah of Saudi
Arabia died this week after ruling for 10
years. He is succeeded by his half-brother
Salman, named Crown Prince in 2012.
MEXICO—The 43 college students
abducted in September have now been officially been declared dead by the Mexican
Attorney General, who cited forensics and
confessions as evidence. The abduction of
the students and the allegations of corruption surrounding them has been at the center
of several protests over the last few months

BIG PICTURE small space
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Trivia masters prepare for 50 straight
hours of trivia by honoring the contest’s
armadillo mascot.
“I found in high school, in college and in life you have the things
you’ve got to do,” deRosset said,
“but the stuff that you do for fun…
particularly in college, the activities you do that are extracurricular, are so important. That’s what
really made Lawrence for me.”
The winners of this year’s
trivia contest were awarded various objects during the awards
ceremony at 1 a.m. on Monday
morning.
The first place winners on
campus were Bucky’s Brood of
Burgeoning Butt Brigadiers’
Bizarre
Belligerents
Bird-

Bondage-Base
Burlesque
Bonanza, with 1,374 points. They
were awarded a gold-painted
phone. Coming in second place
on campus was Shrek out of
Ten 3: We Bought a Sherk (sic),
with 1,347 points, who earned
themselves a gold-painted car
part. Third place on campus was
awarded to Taking the Hobbits
to #Octopunks is not Death, who
had 1,141.5 points and received a
gold-painted candle-holder.
Off-campus teams got similar awards and bragging rights.
First place went to Hobgoblin of
Little Mind, with 1,236 points

and a gold-painted bowl. The
second place award of a goldpainted ghost wall decoration was
50 Shades of Trivia, with 1,225
points. Third place went to Je suis
Iowans, who had 1,217 points and
received a gold-painted doll-sized
chair.
“I think that one of the
important things in life is to have
some great breaks,” deRosset said.
“Life is better when you have traditions.”

VARIETY
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This Article is Not Yet Perfect
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,
I’m a Conservatory student
and I have my first grad school
audition this weekend. I went
through the whole audition process four years ago to get into
Lawrence, but I feel like my performance anxiety has gotten
worse while I’ve been here. I can
only focus on being perfect. I feel
like the only way I’ll get into the
school I want to go to is to play
everything perfectly. How do I be
successful without going crazy?
—Nina Sayers

Dear Nina Sayers,
Slow down there, Black Swan.
Perfection isn’t everything, and if
that is your only goal, I guarantee that you will lose your mind.
Please don’t accidentally on purpose stab that new girl from San
Francisco; I promise she’s not trying to steal your solo in Act III.
As Andy Mast, the Director
of Bands and Interim Director of
Orchestral Activities, includes on
all his syllabi here at Lawrence,
“100% perfection is not possible,
but 100% accountability is.” None
of us will ever give a perfect performance. We will never write a
perfect paper, give a perfect presentation or complete an experi-

ment perfectly every time. As
human beings, we will inevitably
make some mistakes. However,
your self-worth is not explicitly
and intrinsically tied to your ability to produce perfection. Your
ability to learn and grow from
each experience is far more valuable.
For starters, focus on setting
small, achievable goals. You have
thirty minutes to practice before
class --what can you accomplish in
that amount of time? You probably
won’t be able to learn five pages of
new music up to a performance
tempo, but you can probably learn
one or two pages. You have a huge
exam tomorrow morning and you
opened your textbook for the first
time this afternoon. Presumably
you’ve been in class the last few
weeks, what major concepts do
you remember your professor
emphasizing above others? What
recurring themes tie all or most of
the material together?
Secondly, focus on the learning process as opposed to only
the final product. I know this
is far easier written than done,

See page 4

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT ISSUES
Crossing Borders: Turkey - United States

Abigail Hindson is a junior anthropology and Spanish major from
La Crosse, WI.

Cansu Cabucak is a junior philosophy major from Izmir, Turkey.
What were you expecting before you
came to the US?
Sadly, Hollywood plays a huge role
in the perception of the US. As a child, I
always imagined America as being full of
wealthy and attractive people with their
Starbucks coffees. Because of this influence, I only really knew about California
and New York. When I thought of America,
I thought of this country of beauty and
money.
I had very contradictory views,
though. People also referred to Americans
being less intelligent; that was another
thing I kept hearing. I had also heard
about fast food and obesity, but had this
image of extraordinarily beautiful, successful people.
What was it like when you did come to
the US?
When I first came to the US, I spent
a short time in Florida, in Orlando and
Miami. There were cafés where you could

eat outdoors; it was warm. It felt almost
European, especially in Key West. It was
pretty much how I expected it to be,
probably because it was an affluent area.
However, there were times when I didn’t
feel safe, which was very different from
how I had expected America to be; I had
thought that when I was there I would be
very safe.
Later, I was an exchange student in
Cass City, Michigan. That was the time
when I realized there was another America.
Coming from Turkey, I thought that I lived
in a very conservative culture, but I had
never experienced such conservatism as
when I lived there [in Michigan].
There were controversial things in
the high school I attended; some of the
girls at the school were pregnant. Things
like that may happen in Turkey, but it
is extremely rare. In villages in eastern
Turkey, perhaps it does, where girls are

See page 8

What did you expect before you went
to Turkey?
When I am preparing for a trip, I actually try not to think too much about where
I’m going, not to expect anything; when I
get there, I just want to soak it up.
However, I was a little nervous
because there had been violence in Syria
earlier that year, and I was also nervous
about traveling to a country where I didn’t
speak the language.

What was it like when you got to Turkey?
One thing that really struck me was
that I just saw mosques everywhere; I
had also never been to a predominantly
Muslim country before, so it looked very
different. Also, Istanbul was just a sea
of city. There were rolling hills of buildings and very little greenery anywhere.
However, [the] friend that I was visiting
was going to Boğaziçi University, which is
right on the Bosporus, and you can look
over to the Asian side and there were a lot

Do you believe LUCC effectively represents student voices
on campus? In what ways can it improve, and how can
your office facilitate that improvement?
The
Lawrence
University
Community
Council is an important
part of the shared governance of this institution.
Through appointment of
students to university committees, communicating
with the Board of Trustees on behalf of all
students, and authoring many of the policies
that pertain to student life on the campus,
its centrality to how Lawrence is governed
is clear.
The administration and Board rely on
the LUCC to represent the voices of students

U
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Do you believe the LUCC presidential and vice presidential elections provide an
effective platform for accurate representation of student opinion?
Total Votes: 24

QUESTION MARK

Susannah Miller

on campus, but the first question is
really one that students should be
answering by participating in LUCC
elections and meetings.
As for improvements that LUCC
might make for itself, again, that is a
question for the student body. I do hope
that LUCC might find ways to help more
student organizations collaborate more
effectively and increase the sense of university-wide community. My office will continue to rely on LUCC for many essential
matters and, as always, will be ready and
willing to support the Community Council in
any way we can.

No.
8%

of trees and funky boardwalk restaurants
there.
Everyone was extremely kind and
hospitable, which was wonderful. There
was also a huge variety in dress styles.
Obviously, you would see women in headscarves, but, although they might be wearing conservative clothes, they might also
be wearing a shorter skirt, leggings or
super fashionable boots. For me, it shattered a lot of the stereotypes you see in the
media about Islam. And there were also a
lot of people who didn’t wear headscarves.
We visited a particular corner in
Istanbul [that] was special because it had a
Greek Orthodox Church, a synagogue, and
a mosque, all kitty-corner from each other.
For me, that’s what Istanbul is about: cultures and religions colliding and coming
together.
What is a big difference between

See page 8
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I do not care.
4%

Somewhat, but the elections can be more
representative.
67%

Yes.
21%
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Lawrence Duals showcase Vikings talent
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

The Lawrence University
Fencing team competed this
weekend at the Buchanan Kiewit
Wellness Center against the
University of Wisconsin Madison,
Northwestern University, and
University of Minnesota.
The Vikings were successful in their first home meet in
over 10 years as the men’s team
swept all three of their opponents:
Wisconsin 21-6, Northwestern
16-11, and Minnesota 24-3. The
women’s team found equal success
in defeating Wisconsin 18-9 and
Minnesota 27-0. The Northwestern
women’s team did not compete in
this meet.
Going into the meet, the fencing team’s aim was to compete
at a high level as well as display
their skills to the Lawrence campus. “We really wanted to show off
to the campus and to other schools
that we are fencing and that we are
fencing well,” says senior Graham
Jones. Jones’s goals seemed to
have been achieved, as there was
a large student turnout to see the
Vikings sweep three high-powered
Big 10 teams.
The sabre competition was
the highlight for the men as freshman Joe Davis went 9-0, while
Jones and junior Ian Pelton both

went 8-1 for a collective record
25-2 against the three men’s
teams. Both the men’s foil and
epee went 18-9 against the three
schools. On the women’s side, the
Vikings dominated in foil.
Led by freshman Rebecca
Albrecht and junior Katherine
Ling, Lawrence posted a perfect
18-0 record. The other categories
also had winning scores as the
women succeeded in sabre 14-4
and epee 13-5 against their two
opponents. “It was good to dominate like this,” reflects Jones. “It
was a good start to this term and
this season.”
Looking ahead, the Viking
Fencing team is preparing for more
high level tournaments. “We’re
going to be looking to qualify for
regionals, which is a big deal,” says
Jones. “We’re going to be working

hard this week to make sure that
we’re in shape and ready to go for
this weekend.”
The fencers keep themselves
sharp by working hard in practice
throughout the week with plyometric drills focusing on agility as
well as cardio work. After this, the
athletes will then move on to footwork drills that work on isolating the lower body and improving
muscle memory.
Finally, the Vikings will move
on to blade work, practicing techniques and bouting, which are
the individual fencing matches.
With all of this preparation, the
Viking fencing team looks forward
to their upcoming tournament at
Northwestern this weekend where
they will compete against teams
from across the country.

Lawrence women were undefeated in foil matches, with a record of 18-0.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Men’s hockey slides to two losses vs Duluth
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
hockey team (6-12-1, 5-7-0 NCHA)
spent last weekend in Duluth, MN,
challenging the College of Saint
Scholastica (10-7-2, 7-4-1 NCHA)
in a pair of conference games.
The Vikings were looking to
continue the success they found
in the previous weekend’s victory
against MSOE. Despite playing
hard, the Vikings came up short
and emerged with two losses.
On Friday, Jan. 23, the Saints
welcomed the Vikings to the Mars
Lakeview Arena for the first game
of the series. Lawrence got on the
board first with a power play goal
12:47 into the first period.
Junior Brandon Boelter
scored first off assists from freshman Brad Mueller and junior Matt
Moore, but the Saints were able to
fire in a goal of their own before
the first intermission, tying the
score at 1-1.

Fifth year

continued from page 3
especially in the case of a grad
school audition where the final
product is incredibly important.
Look to your past—what experiences have been similar to this
impending audition? Think back
to your undergraduate audition,
juries or recitals. What was unsuccessful about those performances
and how can you make it better?
The same might apply to writing

The momentum shifted
definitively in the second period.
The Saints scored twice in the first
few minutes of the period, pulling
ahead 3-1.
A 5-minute penalty called on
the Vikings led to a long power
play opportunity for the Saints,
which they capitalized on twice
in the span of 30 seconds. Several
more penalties by both sides were
served over the rest of the game
until the Saints scored a final goal
with about 5 minutes remaining
in the third period, bringing the
final score to 6-1 in the Saints’
favor.
On Saturday, the Vikings
returned to the ice ready to put
up a fight. Again, they seized an
early lead when senior Tom Lee
scored off a rebound from fellow
senior Cory Bastian 7:54 into the
first period. A few minutes later,
sophomore Blake Roubos sent in
another for the Vikings off assists
from junior Ryan Rumble and
senior Gustav Lindgren to widen
the lead.
As they often do, the Vikings

spent a lot of time on the penalty kill and thus gave up a few
key goals. The Saints scored a
power play goal at the end of the
first period and another halfway
through the second, along with an
unassisted shorthanded goal at
the very beginning of the second
as a result of an unlucky breakaway.
Going into the third down
just 3-2, the Vikings couldn’t quite
find the net for a second chance.
The Saints slipped in one more to
clinch a 4-2 win.
With 10 points the Vikings
are sitting 6th in the conference, 2
points behind MSOE and 5 points
from earning home ice for the first
round of playoffs. This weekend
the Vikings face No. 15 Lake Forest
College (11-3-5, 9-2-1 NCHA) in
another conference series.
Lawrence will host the
Foresters at the Appleton Family
Ice Center on Friday, Jan. 30, at 7
p.m. The series will continue at
the Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse
in Lake Forest the following night.

a paper. Push yourself to think
beyond your professor’s comments on your last paper; what
do you already know to be a weak
aspect of your writing? How can
you make that better?
Finally, you need to recognize
that there comes a time when
you need to accept your current
status and understand that no further improvement will be made at
this time in this mindset. If you’ve
played the same passage twenty
times in a row and it’s still not
getting better, then leave. Go take

a walk around the building, work
on other homework for a bit, chat
with a friend or play Candy Crush
on your phone. Similarly, maybe
you’re working on a PowerPoint
for class and have shuffled through
ten different clip art photos of a
fish and you still don’t like any of
them. Save the file and come back
to it later. Or just delete the clip
art. Who uses clip art anymore
anyways?

A look inside Alex Gym
during last Thursday’s practice
revealed a loose and energetic
men’s basketball team. Coming
off a 72-63 loss to rival Ripon
College the previous night, it
was clear the Vikings conveyed
an ‘on to the next one’ mentality.
Head coach Joel DePagter
preached three keys in practice: activity, energy and communication. He spoke with confidence in his team’s ability to
defeat Knox College (4-12, 2-9
MWC) if they could strive in
each facet.
Communication was the
first order of business. The
Vikings began the drill portion
of practice with a half-court
screen-setting drill, orchestrating their offense and freeing
teammates for open layups. The
goal was to use slip screens
[a form of pick and roll] along
with back cuts to find open
looks at the basket.
“He [coach DePagter] just
wants us to play ball and focus
on the little things like setting
screens,” said junior guard Troy
Miller following practice. This
would be one of the best ways
to defeat Knox’s zone defense—
making the simple screen, completing the simple pass, leading
to a simple layup or kick out
three-pointer.
You can never be too
patient against a zone and the
Vikings searched for easy ways
to attack it early in practice.
DePagter and his team also
knew Knox’s defense had more
holes than Swiss cheese, and
Lawrence was prepared to go
full-Romano on the weakness.
They expanded the drill into
the full-court in an attempt to
practice their transition offense
and defense.
This is where the Vikings
needed energy, as executing the
transition drill would prevent
the defense from getting set
to begin with. The 5-on-5 drill
saw the offense racing to find
a weakness, and the defensive
players fighting on every possession.
Lawrence made more mistakes in this full-court drill, but
several second unit players—
including freshman Jeremy
Stephani—impressed by finding ways to score in the middle.
Lawrence continued to
work on the inside and middleout game, where the post player
would kick to the corner for an
open three.
Senior Andrew Borresen
and junior Jamie Nikitas were
energetic during the entire drill,
providing a spark for the rest of
the team. Despite the fact that
Lawrence missed several of the
open jumpers, the movement

and energy was encouraging
throughout.
The final 5-on-5 drill
emphasizing transition is
where activity was crucial.
Every player needed to pull
their weight by talking, moving
and getting dirty for rebounds.
Despite the inevitable fatigue
to end practice, the Vikings
improved on defense over the
course of the drill, making it
difficult for the offensive unit to
find open shots.
By the end, Lawrence
appeared destined to translate
this success to Saturday’s contest at Knox.
The result was everything
the Vikings practiced coming
to fruition. Lawrence exhibited
excellent teamwork in a 76-54
victory. 20 of the Vikings’ 27
made baskets were assisted,
and Lawrence knocked down
10 three-pointers.
Knox shot a lot of deep
balls as well but without much
success, finishing a mere 5-for21. The Prairie Fire struggled to
find easy shots the entire game
and could never cut into the
Vikings’ double-digit lead.
Sophomore forward Mitch
Willer was the beneficiary of
the easy looks Lawrence practiced on Thursday. He finished
5-for-5 from the field.
Moving forward, the
Vikings are not only looking for
energy, activity and communication. It boils down to impact.
Coach DePagter announced
that the coaching staff will be
utilizing a plus/minus system
to figure out what lineups to
use. If Lawrence is +14 (outscoring the opponent by 14)
with a specific player on the
court, he will be deserving of
more time. On the other hand,
those in the minus category
could be in danger of losing
minutes.
This +/- system has been
used by NBA teams for years
and also has gained popularity
at the college level. Senior forward Shane Cullian believes in
its potential benefits. “I would
say it makes everyone on the
team more clairvoyant as to
how much they are contributing,” says Cullian.
“I’m a math major, so I like
it,” adds Miller with a laugh.
“You want the right combination. We’ll see if it helps.”
The Vikings (6-10, 4-7
MWC) hosted Lake Forest
College (8-8, 7-5 MWC) on
Tuesday, Jan. 27. They play in
front of the home crowd again
on Saturday, Jan. 31 at 3 p.m.
against the Prairie Fire, where
Lawrence hopes to extinguish
their opponent for the second
time in three games.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Taylor Winter: Women’s Swimming & Diving
This week, I sat down with senior Taylor Winter, co-captain of the
women’s swim team, to discuss her secrets to success in the pool, her
expectations as a senior swimmer, and what makes the Lawrence
University Swim Team so great.
Gabe Chapman: I feel like every time I read the recaps and statistics
from the swim meets I always see your name as either a winner or
top finisher in all of your events, so my first question has to be what’s
your secret to success?
Taylor Winter: Well I’ve been swimming since I was eight years old.
I’ve always been in the water year-round. At every practice I give
110% effort, I bring a positive attitude, I cheer on my teammates and
they do the same for me, and I always stay motivated.
GC: What first drew you to the sport?
TW: My older sister was a swimmer, and I always watched her. I
thought it would be cool to try it out. I never thought I’d stick with it
for fourteen or fifteen years, but I’m really glad I did. I love it.

GC: What do you think of your swimming performance so far this
year?
TW: I’m extremely happy with how this season is going. It’s sad that
this is my last season, but overall as a team this is the strongest the
women have been in probably Lawrence’s entire history. So we’re
really pumped up for our conference meet in a couple of weeks. We’ve
got a lot of depth - a lot of talent - and I think we’re due for some really
fast swims, and we’re going to surprise a lot of the other teams in the
conference.

GC: Can you take me through your pre-race routine a little bit? What’s
your method of approach?
TW: I start with a long warm-up to loosen up my muscles, get into
the zone, and feel confortable in the water. Then I’ll do some faster
50s (lengths) to get into the mentality of swimming my longer races,
because it’s important to do what we call “pace” them in order to
make sure you’re on track during the entire race. And then I’ll get
out and do a cheer with my team, and our coach will bring us into a
huddle to get us pumped up and ready to go. I usually listen to some
music on my iPod, drink a little Gatorade, maybe eat a bit of a power
bar, watch the first couple of races and then get excited for mine. I do
some stretches and exercises behind the block, splash some water on
my face and then I’m ready to go.
GC: What events do you usually race in?
TW: My two main events are the 500 freestyle and the 1650 freestyle (the mile). Usually in every dual meet I’ll swim both of those.
Sometimes the mile will be swapped out for the 1000 freestyle,
because they’re both pretty long events, and during the season, it

can be hard to race to that capacity at every meet. But at conference
championships I’ll do the 200, 500, and 1650 freestyle. I’ve done that
every year as a member of the Lawrence Swim Team, and I’m excited
to do it one more time.

GC: Do you have a favorite out of those events?
TW: I’d have to say my favorite is the 1650 because most people will
see it as a daunting race but I see it as an opportunity for success.
It takes a lot of training, determination, and mental strength to get
through the race; but if you have all of those you’ll be successful. It’s
66 lengths of the pool, and it takes me 17 minutes and 40 seconds.
But I have my team cheering for me the whole time and that makes
it perfect.

GC: What’s your favorite part of being a member of the LU swim team?
TW: That’s a tough question. I think it would have to be the amazing
group of people that I get to train with, eat meals with, and motivate
and be motivated by. I go to practice every day and everyone’s always
in a positive mood, ready to work hard and push each other. That’s
what makes us such a strongly bonded team. They’re my second family is a good way of putting it. I don’t know what I’d do without them.
GC: That is a good way
to put it. I know you
guys have high expectations for the rest of the
year, but are there any
specific expectations
that you have for yourself for the rest of the
season?
TW: My two ultimate
goals are to achieve the
NCAA time standard for
Division III in the 1650
free—I was only a second off of it last year so
I think I’ll do it no problem this year; and to
get the school record in
the 500 free, which I’m
also only a second away
from. As far as for the
overall team, I think we
have a chance to break
a lot of records, so that’s
very exciting.

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
12-0
16-1
Monmouth
9-3
12-5
Ripon
8-4
11-6
Lake Forest
8-5
9-8
Grinnell
7-5
9-8
Carroll
5-7
8-9
Beloit
5-8
6-12
Lawrence
4-8
6-11
Cornell
4-8
5-12
Knox
3-9
5-12
Illinois
2-10
3-14
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
11-1
14-3
Carroll
10-2
13-4
Illinois
8-4
11-6
Lake Forest
8-5
8-9
Cornell
7-5
9-8
Knox
6-6
8-9
Monmouth
6-6
7-10
Grinnell
5-7
7-10
Beloit
4-9
5-13
Ripon
2-10
2-15
Lawrence
0-12
0-16
HOCKEY
TEAM		
Adrian		
St. Norbert		
Lake Forest		
St. Scholastica		
Lawrence		
MSOE		
Concordia		
Finlandia		
Marian		
Northland		

Taylor Winter.
Photo by Emei Thompson

OVR
10-1-1
10-1-1
9-2-1
7-4-1
6-6-0
5-7-0
3-8-0
3-9-0
2-9-0
2-10-0

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Jan. 28, 2015

Weekend Events
Women’s Basketball
Knox

Lawrence
Where:
Alexander
Gymnasium
When:
Saturday, Jan 31
1 p.m.

Indoor Track & Field
UW-Stout

Lawrence
Where:
UW-Stout
When:
Saturday, Jan 31
10 a.m.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

BY THE
NUMB3RS

20
The total number of
assists recorded by
the Men’s Basketball
team against Knox
College this week.
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The history of Björklunden: From Swedish roots to LU
Ollin Garcia Pliego
Staff Writer

______________________________

Björklunden vid Sjön, simply known
as Björklunden in the Lawrence community, translates to “Birch Grove by the Lake”
from Swedish and is a 425-acre estate on
Lake Michigan’s shoreline, in Door County,
Wis., just south of Baileys Harbor. Carleton
and Winifred Vail originally purchased 325
acres for $2,000 in 1928 and named it after
the trees that dotted the shoreline with the
idea of building their summer residence
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Vail built a four-bedroom
lodge and a guest house/studio that was
completed in 1929 and also a caretaker’s
stabbur, or storehouse, the latter finished
in 1931, only three years after they bought
the property. Sadly, Mr. Vail was killed in a
car accident in October of 1932. After the
tragedy, Mrs. Vail traveled around Europe
for one year to put the past behind her.
While she was visiting Lillehammer,
in Norway, she observed a stave church
and instantly knew that one day, she wanted to build one herself at Björklunden. A
few years later, in 1934, Winifred married
Donald Boynton.
Around that time, Winifred made the
announcement that a chapel, similar to the
one that she saw in Norway, was to be built
at Björklunden. It was not until 1939 when
the construction started, and it would continue for nine years.
In 1963, Donald and Winifred donated
Björklunden to Lawrence University with
the understanding that it would be pre-

served as a place to ensure peace and contemplation, or in Winifred’s own words “a
sanctuary for all.”
When Lawrence acquired the property,
no one really knew what to do with it. There
were no seminars and no student retreats.
The only way in which Lawrence students
used the property was when “Professor
Nicholas Maravolo [brought] his botany
students and they [explored] around the
property … and the cross-country team
[spent] their week in pre-season at the
lodge,” said Breseman.
Mark Breseman ‘78, Björklunden’s
Executive Director, enrolled at Lawrence
in 1974 and worked all his four summers
there. “I was the first student hired to work
there [in the summer of 1975] … It was
always my dream to go back there and work
… When I was working there in the summers, either I was the only person or there
was another person working with me.”
In 1980, the original Resident Director,
Joe Jopfensperger ‘52 incorporated the
Björklunden seminars with the idea of
sponsoring a series of adult education
“Initially just ran from graduation
[mid-Jun. through Aug.] and one seminar
a week was all we could have because
the house was so small. Maybe 12 residents, a couple of extra commuters …,” said
Breseman. That was the way things worked
until 1993.
Tragedy came to Björklunden in 1993,
when a fire destroyed the estate’s main
lodge due to an electrical short in the kitchen’s ceiling. The disaster happened on a
Saturday night, when there were no guests
in the lodge, however, “there were staff in
the lodge … folks were staying in the room

right above where the fire started,” said
Breseman, but everyone was able to escape
without injury.
After the fire, the options were to sell
the property, rebuild it or make it useful for Lawrence’s students and faculty.
Breseman added that “the President at the
time, Richard Warch, had this vision, that
Björklunden could be a spot where students and faculty go to enhance their academic experience on campus.” After the
Board of Trustees accepted Warch’s proposal, Björklunden’s rebuilding started.
In 1996, Björklunden became the early
version of what Lawrentians know today.
The original lodge was built although there
were only 14 guest rooms, one seminar
room and soon enough, it was too small.
“There was a huge waiting list for the
student program, the adult seminars were
in waiting list for that. The largest group we
could accommodate on a weekend was 54
students,” said Breseman.
It was in the fall of 1996 when the
Weekend Student Program started.
Breseman became the Executive Director of
Björklunden in the spring of 1997 and lived
on-site with his wife and two kids.
Later on, Breseman started the light
campaign in order to expand Björklunden.
“Now we can fit 180 students. Vail Hall was
built, Lakeside seminar room, the elevator
got put in … now there’s 22 guest rooms,
plus staff quarters.”
The remodeling ended in 2007 and
Björklunden became what we know today.
Office Coordinator Kim Eckstein has been
working there for nine-and-a-half years.
During that time, she has experienced
some changes such as “the addition in 2007

which doubled the size of the lodge, adding Samantha Szynskie—Assistant Director
and a great co-worker and also adding
Mark Franke—our new, much needed,
Maintenance Man!”
Currently, Björklunden hosts many
retreats that include “CEO’s, artists, poets,
quilters, weavers, photographers, retired
doctors, non-profits and [educators],”
said Eckstein. Also, there are day groups
that include “church retreats, luncheons,
community meetings, hiking groups, fundraisers and theatre events,” she said.
Björklunden also offers public chapel tours
and it hosts several weddings and baptisms
annually.
Assistant Director of Björklunden
Samantha Szynskie ‘09 just celebrated
her five-year anniversary this January. She
shares her job’s favorite part: “…the most
enjoyable part of my work is interacting
with those who love Björklunden. I have
met so many people throughout the years
… and they all love what this lodge represents, a sanctuary of peace where people
can come together to learn, share, relax,
and grow,” she said.
Some people might still wonder why
everyone is required to participate in an
“opportunity” while staying at Björklunden.
First, Björklunden is a budget neutral operation meaning that college tuition fees do
not cover its expenses. Second, “if the students did not do the opportunities, we
would have to hire [people] … and we
would have to charge students to come ... I
don’t think anybody wants that,” Breseman
said.

bus,” said Lawrence student and trip leader
Don Yarbrough. “So we go to Wausau, which
is a town about two hours west of here, and
there’s a ski hill on Rib Mountain.”
“The reason we go on Wednesday
nights is because with the lift ticket Granite
also includes ski rentals—it’s a mid-week
deal they got,” said Yarbrough. Students
must sign a liability waiver and pay a small
amount to go to Granite Peak. “So it works
out really well for us because we can charge
very nominal dues.”
Granite Peak caters to skiers of all skill
levels and capabilities. “They have a lot of
access and capability to get it to beginning

skiers, so they make it really amenable
to people who have never skied before,”
explained Yarbrough. “It’s also got enough
short and steep [hills] to cater to people
who know how to ski, too.”
The Granite Peak ski trips are organized through ORC and information is typically sent out to those on the email list.
“If they’re not on the ORC email list, it’s
going to be by word of mouth,” Yarbrough
said. “There’s no exclusivity to it, we can
pretty much take anybody with.”
The weather this winter has been
in the skiers’ advantage compared to the
cold winter last year. “Last year it was

-15 [degrees] most of the nights and it
was pretty bad,” junior Charlie Hornbogen
explained. “But this year it’s been pretty
warm which is nice. I think it’s warmer in
Appleton than it is up there.”
Granite peak uses man-made snow,
which is how they are able to still offer skiing. “It’s all man-made snow, which is typically much harder snow because it’s a finer
crystal particulate,” explained Yarbrough.
“There’s ample snow over there, so it’s not
been hugely affected by the warm weather.”

Weekly Granite Peak trips let students try downhill skiing
Rachel Taber
Staff Writer

______________________________

Each Wednesday, Lawrentian students ski at Granite Peak in order to take
their minds off their studies and de-stress.
Downhill skiing enthusiasts hit the slopesin
the evening and then chow down at Culver’s
afterward.
The group leaves Wriston turnaround
at 4:40 p.m. for Granite Peak. “It’s a weekly
ski trip that we have just gathered enough
popularity with that we’re now taking a

To sign up email
victoria.b.scott@lawrence.edu
Food Recovery Network is a national non-profit organization that unites students on college
campuses to fight waste and feed people by donating the surplus unsold food from their colleges
and donating it to hungry Americans.
LU Food Recovery Network, the FRN chapter at Lawrence University, with the help of Bon Appetit
has already recovered more than 2,000 pounds of food to local shelters since May 2014. We invite
student organizations to sign up as groups of 3-6 volunteers to fight hunger and engage with the
Appleton community!
Questions? Email shang.li@lawrence.edu
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Just Act Natural offers shoppers eco-friendly alternatives
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________________

Just Act Natural provides natural and organic products for everyday
life. Conveniently located in downtown
Appleton, the locally owned and operated
shop offers eco-friendly alternatives for
body care, cosmetics and many other products.
Owned and operated by husband and
wife duo J.C. and Dianne Paustian, Just Act
Natural opened its doors about six years
ago. J.C. Paustian, who is originally from
Appleton, explained that the idea of the
store arose when he “wanted to do something that combined [his] love of the environment and retail background.”
Mr. Paustian first became acquainted
with eco-friendly and natural products and
lifestyles while working in Florida at The
Dolphin Research Center. There, he worked
with many people who were passionate
environmentalists. Their beliefs eventually
rubbed off on him.
He brought his interest in healthy,
socially responsible living back to Appleton
and opened the store to make natural products available to people in the area.
“I believe there is a need for this niche
… that can turn into a lifestyle,” Paustian
said. The store can act as a way to get
people thinking about how products affect
them and perhaps prompt people to see
more environmentally conscious lifestyles
as options.
“Appleton has a long way to go,”
Paustian said, “but it has come a long
way.” He believes Just Act Natural can help

Appleton move towards creating a more
environmentally conscious community.
Just Act Natural also carries a selection
of grocery items in-store such as organic
eggs, milk and drinks like Kombucha. The
store also serves as a mediator for preordered local foods.
Starting last winter, Greenfire and
McCarthy Co-op began pre-ordering food
through Just Act Natural. For a small fee,
Just Act Natural places orders for the
Lawrence organizations and several other
groups in the area. The food comes from
Trust Local Foods, a local food distributor
and retailer based in Little Chute, Wis.
The food, which ranges from spinach
and yogurt to tortilla chips and cheeses,
as well as many other options, is all “produced within a 150 mile radius of Appleton”
according to Trust Local Foods’ website:
trustlocalfoods.com. This is part of an effort
to support small local farms and create a
more socially and environmentally responsible system.
The response from students as to the
quality of the food and the store itself has
been positive and the partnership continues this year. Students “love the variety,
the freshness [and] that it’s local,” said
Paustian.
Junior Margaret McNeal, who places
pre-orders for Co-op, has frequented Just
Act Natural for three years and finds that it
fits well into a Lawrentian lifestyle.
“Lawrence as a community values caring for the environment, as evidenced by our
recycling programs, the Warch [Campus]
Center, SLUG, co-ops, etc.,” McNeal said in
email correspondence, “I believe supporting Just Act Natural falls in line with these
values.”

DOWNTOWN

APPLETON

Paustian believes Just
Act Natural can benefit
Lawrence students specifically by not only providing natural alternatives, but
also by being convenient.
“If [students] need a
soap or a shampoo, there’s
a place closer than walking to Walgreens,” he said.
Paustian recommends that
people try replacing one
of their everyday products
like shampoo or lotion with
a natural alternative to
give organic products a try.
People may find that the
product works just as well,
or even better.
“Everyone wants to be
healthy,” he said, “and natural products will benefit
you in the long run.”
McNeal also supports
the idea of replacing everyday products. In particular,
she recommends Mind &
Body Probiotic Deodorant
Cream, a natural deodorant
because she claims, “there’s
absolutely nothing that
works as well.”
Lawrence students can
receive a 10% discount on
non-food items. Just Act
Natural is located at 129
E College Ave. The shop is
open from 10 a.m. until 6
p.m. on Mondays through
Fridays and 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. on Saturdays.

D O W N T O W N

J.C. Paustian in his store, Just Act Natural.
Photo by Laura Leppink

Now
YearRound

C O O L

INSIDE
CITY CENTER PLAZA
EVERY
SATURDAY
MORNING

NOVEMBER 1- MAY 30, 2015
9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

OUTSIDE

JUNE - OCTOBER
Nearby parking ramps feature
meters or $2 all day
WIC & EBT Cards Accepted

Appleton Downtown
Downtown Appleton Farm Market

appletondowntown.org

@DowntownCool
@dwtnappleton #farmmarket

THIS EVENT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF OUR SPONSORS
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Flying Forms and Lawrence Baroque Ensemble unite
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

Sunlight—an unusual sight
in the middle of any midwestern
winter—streamed in gently from
the windows of the Esch-Hurvis
Studio, reflecting the glimmering
surface of the Fox River. It was
one of those rare Sunday afternoons where the weekend feels as
relaxing as it should and the bleak
landscape looks nicer than it is.
In perfect accord with this
sublime setting was Flying Forms,
a professional baroque chamber ensemble that has come to
Lawrence University to work with
the Lawrence Baroque Ensemble
several times over the past years.
Starting at 3 p.m. on Jan. 25, they
performed a few pieces within

their trio and offered intriguing
background information about
the works before the collaborative portion of their concert with
students.
Flying Forms is comprised of
Marc Levine, who plays baroque
violin; Tulio Rondón, who plays
viola de gamba and Tami Morse,
who plays harpsichord. The
baroque music they choose to
play, which is often underrepresented in a music world that is
encouraged to innovate, combined
with the baroque instruments
upon which they play engenders a
great deal of authenticity in their
performance. This is a group that
truly cares about baroque music.
After the trio’s section of
the concert ended, the Lawrence
Baroque Ensemble joined Flying
Forms during the intermission.
The pieces they played together

included “La Folia,” by Antonio
Vivaldi, which included unique
arrangements of the Lawrence
musicians for the different variations within the piece.
The next piece they played
was “Concerto Grosso, Op. 3, No.
2” by George Frideric Handel, followed by “Symphony in C Major”
by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach,
son of Johann Sebastian Bach.
Baroque music helped characterize the ornamental, detailed art of
the 17th and 18th centuries, and
these pieces beautifully exemplified the grandeur of the epoch.
After the concert was over,
the Lawrence Baroque Ensemble
thanked Flying Forms for their
wisdom and artistry over the
weekend, after which Flying
Forms thanked the Lawrence
Baroque Ensemble for inviting
them to perform on campus again.

When asked about what
draws students already busy with
other ensembles, classes and lessons to the Lawrence Baroque
Ensemble, sophomore board
member Allison Brooks-Conrad
said, “I think many students seek
out performance opportunities with the Lawrence Baroque
Ensemble because it fills a niche
here at Lawrence—it’s a conductor-less, chamber orchestra that is
entirely student run. Additionally,
we are only one of a few options
for early music performance practice here at our school.”
“One of my favorite moments
with the Lawrence Baroque
Ensemble was just this weekend,”
said Brooks-Conrad. “It was so
wonderful to perform with our
ensemble at its biggest and strongest, at least since I’ve been here.
It was great to see everyone’s indi-

vidual hard work come together
in such a musical way.”
Regarding specific repertoire
from this concert, Brooks-Conrad
said, “I love the “La Folia” variations, and it was such a pleasure
to be able to perform them with
such a fantastic group of musicians and friends.”
It was a pleasure to see commitment to a distinctive craft
expressed so beautifully, both by
students and professional musicians. After the concert, violinist
Levine shared his feelings about
this student group, saying that
he has been impressed by their
ability to independently rehearse,
perform and seek out professional support. With a smile on his
face, he succinctly described the
Lawrence Baroque Ensemble as
“fantastic.”

Photos by Eric Lee

Tropos open reading encourages creative writers to share
Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Last Wednesday, January 21,
Lawrence University’s studentpublished literary and arts magazine, Tropos, hosted a relaxed
open-mic event for students to
present poetry and prose. The
students hosting the event shared
their pieces that they had submitted to Tropos last year, but all
students and audience members
were welcome to perform their
own poems or share a work from

their favorite writer.
Senior
Bryan
Cebulski
opened the event by sharing a
poem
describing the weather at Lawrence, “Evidently
Chickentown” by John Cooper
Clarke. Though the poem was
not actually about Lawrence, or
weather for that matter, the performance was interesting and
engaged the audience with its
alternative “punk rock” style. As
Cebulski had described, the poetry did not necessarily have to be
personal in any way, or even make

sense, poetry and prose night was
a time meant for people to get to
know each other through words.
The genre of works presented ranged from traditional
classics to more modern contemporary works that students had
written themselves, though all
poems were uniquely expressive
in their own way. In the relaxed
setting it was also not uncommon
for there to be a couple poems
with repeated profanity. The first
poem that Cebulski presented was
filled with colorful language, but

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE
Make your message stand
out and be seen.
To advertise in
The Lawrentian, contact
lawrentian@lawrence.edu

the way that he read the poem
conveyed a sense of comical relief
rather than vulgarity in the informal intimate setting.
Senior Cory Davis is another Lawrence student who presented his own original work at
the Tropos event. Even though
he had heard about the literary
magazine, it was not until last
year that he submitted his work
and was recognized for two of his
poems. “For the most part I’ve
been writing a lot, just on my own
for fun because I enjoy it,” Davis

Cabucak

continued from page 3
married very young, but where I
went to school, teenage pregnancy was almost unheard of. Also,
since abortion has been accepted
for a long time in Turkey, I was
very surprised that people were
still talking about abortion being
wrong in Michigan.
This was also the first
time in my life that I felt religion
forced on me. I was the target of
many religious friends, churches and youth groups. I did go to
church for part of that year, just
for fun, but I have never been religious. It was very strange, having
people trying to convert me all
the time, especially when I had
thought of America as a progressive place.

What is a difference or a similarity that you see between the
US and Turkey?
American trends come
to Turkey. Turkey often has familial housing, where family members either live together or very

explained. From what it seemed,
the students who presented their
poems were not necessarily trying
to show off their work or gain recognition, but shared their personal stories and passions through
the art of words. As Davis mentioned about his work, “I like the
idea of having it out there.” The
first Tropos event was successful
in that students passionate about
writing were able to come together and learn more about themselves and others through their
written work.

close by. Now, however, many people are starting to buy apartments
away from their families and lose
the community culture. It can be
good in some ways, but I think
we are losing our authenticity. It
is happening with individualism,
and also with fast food.

Hindson

continued from page 3
the US and Turkey?
Well, it seems that a lot of
times families will stay together
and live in the same place for a
long time. My friend in Istanbul
told me that extended families
owned many of the houses in her
area, and that different family
members lived on different floors.
A similarity?
I know that I felt as safe walking at night with other people [as]
I do here, and a lot safer than I did
in Ecuador. It seems like people
watch out for each other a lot in
Istanbul.
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SPOTLIGHT CEBULSKI
THE

ARTIST

Lizzy Weekes
Staff Writer

___________________

Mortality confounds all of
humanity. Why do we live? Why
do we die? Why do some make
the choice to take their own
life? The answers have become
taboo.
In his book, “It Helps with
the Blues and Other Stories,”
senior Bryan Cebulski guides
readers to a direct confrontation of the taboo.
“The question of mortality
is something that I think should
be considered more but isn’t,
because even the very idea of
ending your own life is blasphemous,” Cebulski said. “I wanted
to wrestle with that in a headon way.”
Cebulski’s collection of
short stories consists mainly
of a novella, “It Helps with the
Blues,” in which a depressed
gay boy commits suicide. It is
comprised of nine chapters
with thirteen to fifteen pages
each. The main character acts
as a first-person observer.
“The
main
character doesn’t have problems,”
Cebulski said. “He’s a white,
straight boy from a very affluent family. He’s in a very clear
place of privilege in his life.”
Cebulski drew inspiration
for this Gatsby-like narrator
from personal experience. He
hails from a small Midwestern
town where sports are central,

especially in high school.
“If you’re not straight and
white and playing football, then
you are kind of an outcast. Since
I don’t really fit in to any group,
I always have that observer
feeling to me,” Cebulski said.
“Everything is so far away in
the Midwest; I would just spend
time in my house, reading. That
definitely informed my subject
matter.”
He addresses the themes
that truly began to develop during these high school years.
“Through high school, I
wasn’t the most cheerful person. I had a fascination with
reasons why people live and
why people choose to die,”
Cebulski said. “I wanted people
to think about this question:
Why am I still alive?”
However, his message does
not solely concern the morbid.
He addresses another taboo:
sexuality.
“I don’t know how I would
define myself in terms of sexuality, but that was something
I had to write about in high
school a lot,” Cebulski said. “I’m
definitely not just straight. I
had to talk about that through
my writing; writing definitely
helped me figure that out.”
These universal quandaries are not simple, as society
leads us to believe. Mortality,
sexuality-- neither is black and
white. Innumerable degrees
exist between gay and straight,
alive and dead.
“I want people to consider

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

points of view that they haven’t
before,” Cebulski said.
With patient, open narrators, Cebulski conveys an
understanding he wishes more
would consider.
While he may have known
what the central themes of his
novella would be, the process
was not quite so straightforward. He began his work after
finishing high school in 2011,
the very place in which these
themes were so clearly prevalent.
“I’ve been slowly chipping
away at it, transforming the

novella as it goes. I finished
it last summer,” Cebulski said.
“After that, it was just a continual process of editing and
re-editing and re-re-reediting.”
Through this grim process,
other stories came to life.
“Between [work on] the
novella, I wrote a lot of short
stories; those are all the ones
that you see in the book as
well,” Cebulski said.
The writing may be over,
but process of publication is
ongoing.
“It’s only an e-book right
now. I’m not going to release

it in “booky book” form until I
know it’s solid,” he said. “And
when I have the money, which is
another important thing. Some
point after I graduate, maybe
a year.”
Cebulski is methodical; if
we do not see his book soon, it
is only because he is carefully
crafting his work to a meaningful perfection.
“I don’t write for political
purposes. I don’t write satire. I
write on an emotional impulse,”
Cebulski said. “I want to leave
people with something to think
about.”

Frank Schubert’s “Winterreise” chills and warms in equal measure
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

The Friday night performance on January 23 of Franz
Schubert’s “Winterreise” can be
defined with one word, and that
is immersive. Despite being sung
in German—though translations
were provided to help you follow along—and with only piano
to accompany, as well as being a
song cycle, it was not something
you would or could be bored by.
This is partially due to
the sheer quality of the work,
Schubert being Schubert, but also
because the two Lawrence professors who performed the work,
Steven Paul Spears, voice, and
Catherine Kautsky, piano accompaniment. They performed at a
such an exceptional level, with
their concentration, dedication,
and interpretation of this hauntingly beautiful work.
Indeed, it is thanks to their
skill that a performance and production that seems on the surface
to be perplexing is as riveting as
the latest Hollywood spectacle.
It’s all the more impressive considering that, when
translated to English, Schubert’s
“Winterreise” is not exactly a
leaves-you-on-the-edge thrill ride.
Indeed, its simple story—though

not simplistic—the poems are
written by Wilhelm Muller, and it
would not be wrong to call them
“autobiographical.” Having recently been rejected by his true love in
favor of a much wealthier suitor,
he goes wandering off into the
snow, where he gets lost, runs into
a variety of phenomena that evoke
his past, present, and future, and
falls asleep from exhaustion.
Somehow not dying of hypothermia, he goes into town, gets
everyone depressed from his
desire to die, and ends up sharing
a connection with a hurdy-gurdy player. The end. Not the most
thrilling material, but Spears and
Kautsky have more than enough
to work with. Spears’ tenor is soft,
but not weak, and he cut through
the thicket of Muller’s dense
German like a laser beam, taking a language that most people
reduce to caricature and making
it sound almost like bird song in
its beauty. He stood like a sentinel
on the stage, rarely moving, never
shifting his feet and only occasionally gesturing, but it was as if we
were being hypnotized, watching
him call out words of such pure
despair.
The work’s high level would
not have been possible without
Kautsky’s piano playing. Though
her piano part is literally accompaniment, the word is unfair to

how essential she is to making
it such an immersive experience.
The best word would be “partner,”
as she, with a feather like touch,
took Schubert’s notes and played
them like a video game, with perfect control and judgment, never
being ignored or overwhelming
the voice but rather intertwining with it, creating something
greater than the sum of its parts.
The Steinway that stood on
the chapel stage seemed to be as
cold as the music she played, and I

could swear I could see frost forming at the edges during the most
intense parts of the performance.
So what was the result, that
Friday Jan. 23? Nothing less than
an exploration into winter itself,
be it the physical or the internal. But it wasn’t as depressing
as I made it sound. There was
hope inside even the most frigid
sections, and the story does end
with the hope of a new, although
altogether different, human connection. And I found every part of

it fantastic.
It was a recital, yes, but it
seemed to almost transcend that.
It was like theatre, a monologue
made of icy words and icier music.
I could feel myself shiver as I
walked away from the stage after
the final applause, confident I had
seen something to take my breath
away. When I stepped outdoors
it was warmer than the place I
had left.

Photo by Annie Ela
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STAFF EDITORIAL
To the President and Vice President elect

The pernicious propaganda
of “American Sniper”
Margaret Johnson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

After a fiercely contested LUCC election, the elected representatives of this community have the
opportunity to prove that they are more than just their catchy slogans. In keeping with the themes of
the candidates’ campaign platforms, we would like to suggest the following changes in order to promote
greater transparency, collaboration and productivity:
To many, LUCC remains an opaque entity, in control of much, but never clear about why or how it
asserts that control. However, this is not the way things need to be. LUCC has a number of tools at its
disposal that it may use to connect with the student body. Every week, The Lawrentian reserves space for
the publication of LUCC updates. Though this update space has been under-utilized of late, it presents an
opportunity for the council to speak directly to its constituents. Further, several sizeable ad campaigns
have created quite a following for the council on Facebook. Instead of mostly contentless self-promotion,
perhaps this could be a valuable space to communicate the nuances of in-council discussion in a transparent manner.
Over the past year, a lot of student organizations have expressed interest in collaboration. The
Committee on Diversity Affairs has proven that like-minded groups can have a positive impact on the
Lawrence community when working together. LUCC has the ability to facilitate this collaboration in
meaningful ways without infringing upon the sovereignty of individual groups.
Lastly, the success of an LUCC cabinet often corresponds with the effectiveness of passed legislation. New officers—and council members—should consider and evaluate what structures work well
and which could stand to be improved. Through the regular passage of meaningful legislation, LUCC can
maintain its relevancy by catering to the needs of the student body.
LUCC can accomplish great things in the coming year if strong leadership and a fresh mentality prevail. The Lawrentian is optimistic that the council’s new leadership might come to embody this engaged
model of student government.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

Aubrey Klein’s recent editorial, “The delicate politics of over-sensitivity,” is probably the most
refreshing item published in The Lawrentian since I picked up my first copy nearly two years ago. She
confronts the problem of the “right to not be offended” mentality that has become increasingly prevalent
amongst our society, and particularly so in higher education.

However, if there was one problem with her article, it is that it underestimates the scale to which
the “overly cautious environment” has already grown on this campus. Far from this being a simple case
of the occasional “fragile butterfly” getting flustered at an off-hand remark, the reality is that more
than a few students are reluctant—if not outright fearful—to voice alternative opinions, and challenge
accepted ones, in Lawrence’s public spaces.

This fear is not entirely unfounded either. It is easy to be vocal when your cause is fashionable, but
precarious when not. Lawrence’s small residential nature makes the possibility of falling out with your
peers a sobering proposition. Anonymity, the only real bulwark against retaliation, is often discouraged.
Combine these with rising incidences across higher education of social media mob justice and
attempts by external activist organizations to “hold accountable” individuals by threating careers and
reputations, and the result is an atmosphere which is toxic to free expression.
Social issues in particular have become too risky to touch unless you are in lockstep with the
“acceptable” opinion. One only needs to page through past issues of The Lawrentian to get a glimpse at
just what this constitutes.

Subjects such as religion, sexuality, gender, feminism, race, ideology and—the ultimate taboo—
sexual assault are becoming increasingly difficult to approach without discussions being hijacked by the
outraged, offended or self-proclaimed referees who are quicker to shame than to participate. The result
is that potentially valuable voices retreat to enclaves of the like-minded, who in turn disengage from
campus-wide discussions.
I am proud that this campus takes its “liberal arts” mantra seriously, and while this community succeeds in bringing attention to a diversity of subjects, it fails in exposing students to the diversity of viewpoints about them. Even attempts at organizing events to facilitate “open dialogues” more likely than not
descend into transparent attempts at proselytizing a single position. The infamous “Lawrence Bubble”
can feel more like an echo chamber at times, a chamber in which the loudest voices are reinforced to a
point that they deafen and drown out those who might disagree.
—Rhys Kuzdas ’15

Clint Eastwood’s “American
Sniper,” the film that has grossed
over $150 million in the box office
and has already been nominated
for “Best Picture” at the Academy
Awards, has undoubtedly been
receiving a great deal of attention
from the media and audiences.
The film attempts to depict the
life of Chris Kyle, American hero
and sniper, throughout his four
tours of duty in Iraq. The film’s
accuracy and intention, however,
are questionable.
Considered as merely an
entertainment film rather than an
accurate portrayal of the life of
Chris Kyle, the film meets all the
criteria for a best-seller: a strong
lead actor, action, romance and
emotional depth.
However, by inaccurately
depicting Kyle’s story, director
Clint Eastwood constructs a story
that incites such great nationalism
within the audience to the extent
that the film could be construed
as American pro-war propaganda.
In the context of this film, the
line between entertainment and
political opinion is so blurry that
viewers will wonder if there is
even a line at all.
Regardless of whether the
movie’s intent was to provide a
character study of a heroic soldier or to make a commentary
on war, a political discussion on
the portrayal of war is hard to
avoid. In fact, the character study
of a person such as Chris Kyle only
serves to facilitate political conservatives’ support for the war in
the Middle East.
By constructing a relatable
character in the frame of a man
who is devoted to the American
cause as well as the protection
of his family and loved ones, the
audience cannot help but sympathize with the actions and views of
this characterization of Chris Kyle.
However, as The Guardian’s
Lindy West puts it, ”There is no
room for the idea that Kyle might
have been a good soldier but a
bad guy; or a mediocre guy doing
a difficult job badly; or a complex
guy in a bad war who convinced
himself he loved killing to cope
with an impossible situation; or a
straight-up serial killer exploiting
an oppressive system that, yes,
also employs lots of well-meaning,
often impoverished, non-serialkiller people to do oppressive
things over which they have no
control.” The uni-dimensionality
of Kyle’s character was molded
to fit the into archetype of the
American hero.
Was Eastwood’s Chris Kyle
as sympathetic of a character as
the real Chris Kyle was? His book,
written prior to his death in 2013,
provides disturbing insight into
Kyle’s views, which were certainly
downplayed in the movie.
“I loved what I did. I still do. If
circumstances were different—if

my family didn’t need me—I’d be
back in a heartbeat. I’m not lying
or exaggerating to say it was fun.
I had the time of my life being a
SEAL,” writes Kyle in his memoir.
This part of Kyle somehow
didn’t make it on the screen. Kyle
also writes, “I only wish I had
killed more.” For a film that seeks
to provide insight into the emotional torment of soldiers, the
film is undermined by Kyle’s own
statements, which seem devoid of
that emotional torment.
The character of Chris Kyle
is depicted as compassionate in
the film. While the real Kyle may
have bought into the idea that
serving his country was his sole
duty, many of the accounts from
his book don’t support this depiction of Kyle.
For Kyle, it seemed that the
protection of his country wasn’t
the primary motivation for his
killing. In his writing, he appears
to have had a sick enjoyment for
killing, saying, “Someone once
asked me if I had a favorite distance. My answer was easy: the
closer the better.” Bill Maher even
referred to him as a “psychopath
patriot,” and, while that may be
an extreme title, there lies a bit of
truth in Maher’s statement.
Was Kyle any less of an
extremist than those he so fervently sought to annihilate? The
American-centric view given by
the film manipulates the viewer
to think otherwise. But outside
the film, Kyle was a different man.
Chris Kyle’s character was
cleansed in order to appeal to
the masses as a likable, though
complex, man who was devoted
to his family and country. But
statements such as, “I’d drive a
vehicle toward them and they
would scream and bolt away …
Their high-pitched screams, coupled with sprints in the opposite
direction, had me doubled over.
Cheap thrills in Iraq were priceless,” aren’t the words of the compassionate character Eastwood
constructs, but rather the words
of a sinister racist.
Apart from his duty in Iraq,
Kyle still had a zealous passion for
taking up arms. During interviews
with the media, Kyle reported that
he had traveled to New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina to shoot
armed looters. He also claimed
to have shot two robbers in Texas
during an attempted carjacking.
The local police allowed him to
walk free. This isn’t the man the
film illustrates.
As viewers of this film, it is
critical to remember that the film
is the reconstruction of a previous
life and must be treated for what
it truly is—a means of entertainment. By no means is the film
accurate in depicting an unbiased
opinion of war, nor is it completely
accurate in depicting life of Chris
Kyle. If viewers keep in mind that
the film delivers an inaccurate
depiction of war and one of its
soldiers, they are less susceptible
to the nationalistic propaganda
that has been put in front of them.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided
by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Will sorority parties prevent assaults? If Lawrence is a buffet,
try something new
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

Last week, New York Times
opinion writer Juliet Lapidos
made a case for having sorority
parties as an alternative to fraternity parties. She defended a
policy that allows sorority houses
to hold parties in their own home.
By providing a “home field advantage” to sororities, women can
exercise greater vigilance at parties involving heavy drinking. If all
goes well, Lapidos argues that the
rate of sexual assault on college
campuses will go down.
Currently, many sorority
houses have restrictions on having parties in their house. For
college students, especially in
the Greek community, this limits
party venues to fraternity houses.
Fraternities, on the other hand,
have more lax codes of conduct.
Thus, fraternity parties can develop into dangerous environments
in which excessive binge drinking, unsafe drug use and sexual
assault go unnoticed and, worse,
unpunished.
Lapidos, however, approaches the issue of rape culture from
an angle that fails to address
the root of the problem. Lapidos
writes, “Telling fraternities not to
throw parties is overbearing; telling undergraduates not to attend
frat parties won’t work; and telling undergraduates to control
their drinking at frat parties probably won’t work, either.”
First, the fraternity parties

themselves are not inherently
problematic if the fraternities
themselves bear the responsibility of educating their members,
establish proper risk management systems and hold each other
accountable for their actions.
These improvements come
from two sources. First, a fraternity ought to have a strong executive
board capable of educating their
members on sexual assault awareness and changing the culture by
enforcing stronger regulations on
the conduct at their parties. They
must limit excessive binge drinking and prevent environments
that are linked with an increased
risk of sexual assault.
Second, the national organizations themselves ought to do a
better job of auditing problematic chapters and enforcing strict,
zero-tolerance policies against
chapters that endanger or harm
their party guests.
Lapidos also dismisses the
notion that freshmen are incapable of learning about the risks
associated with hunting-groundtype environments, and that party
culture at schools is impervious to
change. She disregards the power
that social media, an actively
engaged school administration
and peer opinion have on determining the choices that college
freshman make, especially regarding where they go to socialize on
weekends.
Lapidos implicitly argues that
fraternities are too well established and culturally dominant at
some schools to make changes for
the better. By suggesting women

hold their own parties to avoid
the predatory frat-party culture,
she’s still presenting a “don’t get
raped argument” rather than the
“don’t rape” lesson that so many
of emphasize to our peers.
Assuming that fraternities
are too well established to be
held accountable for their actions
is precisely the problem that is
occurring within the Greek system today. If writers like Lapidos
fail to question the established
norms of fraternal behavior, those
deeply established fraternities
aren’t going to feel the pressure
they need from outside sources
to change.
However, Lapidos’ policy
does raise a few interesting points.
Lapidos argues that sorority parties would be tamer and safer
without the aggressive, maledominated fraternity culture that
leads to excessive binge drinking and sexual assault. Further
more, by attaining a “home field
advantage,” sorority women can
maintain stricter control over
their guests rather than place
themselves in an unfamiliar environment.
The policy is promising and
can potentially reduce the amount
of sexual assaults, so it’s a policy
worth pursuing, even if Lapidos
is still repackaging the “don’t get
raped” argument. Still, one cannot
hope to dramatically reduce the
amount of sexual assault in fraternities without going after the
problems posed by deeply established and dangerously aggressive
fraternities.

It took me a long time, and
the urging of many close friends,
to seek therapy for my depression. I felt the same stigma that
maybe mental health issues
weren’t something to be treated,
but something to be hidden in
shame. However, I decided to see
a counselor at my high school. I
met with him a few times a week
for nearly six months before I met
with a psychiatrist and was prescribed medication.
The Lawrence student that I
spoke with had been exposed to
the idea of seeking help for mood
problems, as a family member had
been prescribed medication for a
mental health diagnosis. This family member helped him to understood that the stigma was unhelpful and that he could seek effective
treatment.
Taking that step towards
help can come in many forms, too.
While I sought help somewhat
secretly, and avoided counselorto-mom contact for as long as I felt
I could, our fellow Lawrence student brought concerns to family
members. This Lawrence student
was met with some resistance at
home, as a family member who
had been diagnosed did not want
to see their family with the same
problems. Eventually our fellow
Lawrence student was able to
begin simultaneously taking medication and seeing a counselor for
therapy.

Therapy can make a huge difference. My counselor taught me
tricks—such as stepping out of a
room when I got really upset to
do deep breathing and consider
other circumstances—for alleviating some of the cyclical, stressful
thoughts. After only two or three
meetings I felt a huge change in
the way I felt waking up, as well as
my attitude towards school, work
and friends.
Our fellow Lawrence student
had nothing but positive effects
from therapy, although we share
mixed experiences with medication. We didn’t have to broadcast
that we were seeing a counselor,
nor did friends or family think ill
of us. Seeking help for a mental illness can be scary, but it shouldn’t
be. It’s no different than seeing a
doctor about a physical ailment.
It’s going to get better, and
it’s going to get easier. Since coming to Lawrence, both our fellow
Lawrence student and I have
stopped taking medication for
mental health problems and have
found social and creative outlets
to keep ourselves happy and motivated. I know that at this point the
“it gets easier” argument is cliché,
but I want to reaffirm that it does
actually get easier. You become
more used to the tools a counselor
will give or to talking through
problems. Even if it requires some
work, you learn to make each day
good.

Confronting mental illness

Glenn McMahon
For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Recognizing a problem in
your own mental health is a difficult task. Not only is it easy to
ignore, passing off bad moods as
the result of a bad day or stress,
but it can be even harder to reconcile with your self-image.
However—and I realize this
sounds like a TV ad at this point—
if you suspect that you or someone you know is suffering from a
mental health problem, seek help.
There seems to be a widespread,
unfounded stigma against seeking
counseling.
I’ve been diagnosed with
depression and have sought
therapy. I also recently sat down
with a fellow Lawrentian to hear
another experience with issues of
mental health. I hope our experiences may help to demystify what
can be a frightening realization.
The first step of seeking counseling or medication for a mental
health issue is scary. People tend
to fear that mental illness will
define you, or that it’s something
that will never get better. Many
times it’s also just hard to recognize in yourself. But if you’re
struggling day-to-day or feel overwhelmed, there’s absolutely no
harm that can be done in seeing
a counselor.

LUCC

continued from page1
me to take on this LUCC position,”
Heiring said.
According to the LUCC

Constitution, the president is
responsible for setting and presiding over all meetings of the council, signing legislation, and overseeing the Steering Committee,
among other duties.
The vice president presides

at council meetings in place of
the president, acts as the chair of
the Finance Committee, and holds
meetings with the heads of all
LUCC-recognized clubs to review
the rules for budget allocation.

Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

________________________

A few weeks ago, I spoke with
a senior who had never set foot in
one of the dorms, despite having
spent almost four years here on
campus. The conversation made
me think about how important it
is to take the occasional step out
of your usual routine to experience a new part of our community
before graduation.
There are 38 countries represented within Lawrence’s student
body. Getting to know students
from different parts of the world,
as well as from different parts
of the United States, provides
insights to the locations students
are representing. There may be
more opportunities to meet people in diverse locations after college, but not many in which those
individuals share your age and
constantly cross paths with you.
Encountering
individuals with different backgrounds
causes us to be more introspective. While doing something that
is culturally expected, someone
with a different background may
ask you the earth-shatteringly
simple question, “why did you do
that,” exposing that what is considered normal is not universal.
Exploring campus and taking
part in all that Lawrence has to
offer can help introduce you to
individuals that you would have
otherwise never gotten to meet
and learn from their background
and culture.
After attending the Activities
Fair, it’s easy to flood your email
with club meetings you never
attend. While these may seem like
interests that we fail to make time
for, it would be impossible for all
of us to regularly attend every
single organization we’re even
moderately interested in.
Nonetheless, even if it’s only
for a single meeting or outing, taking the time to dip your toes into
a new club can be rewarding and
can provide another perspective
of campus you didn’t have before.
It’s also tempting to simply
fill your schedule with activities
related to your desired career
that will pad your resumé. While

resumé building is necessary, it’s
also important to make time to
reflect, think and explore aspects
of campus that are completely
new to you.
Branching out and trying
something completely unrelated
to your major may seem counterintuitive, but it could even lead
to a potential career interest or
relate to your degree in ways you
didn’t expect.
Our fellow Lawrentians are
eager to try new experiences and
learn everything they can. After
all, that’s why we came to college,
right? There is no better time to
try out a new project or gather
a group of people for a common
cause than there is now.
Recently, the Creative Writing
Club (CWC) worked on putting
together a collaborative project
with the math department and the
Improvisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU). The aim of the
project was for CWC to create
poems from a math survey that
asked questions such as “Does this
group [referring to a mathematical equation] have a personality?”
The poems are now being brought
to IGLU, where they will create
songs inspired by the poems CWC
created.
Putting together a project
such as this one at Lawrence is a
lot easier within a community in
which students are willing to try
new things and eager to expand
upon what they know. There is no
better time to put together creative collaborative projects than
now, when students are enthusiastic about developing their skills
and trying weird ideas.
If you haven’t stepped foot
into every dorm or theme house,
what are you waiting for? Take a
walk to a different building, visit
a new club or try imagining a
task that engages multiple clubs
in a project that hasn’t been done
before.
Lawrence is an intellectual buffet table full of different
entrees to taste and combinations
to explore. Next time you have
free time, try taking a bite out of
something new. Our time here is
limited, and you never know what
flavors you’re missing out on until
you place something new onto
your plate.

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!

OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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